DON’T BE A SPECTATOR
WHEN IT COMES TO EDUCATING YOUR ATHLETES
AND THEIR PARENTS ABOUT PRESCRIPTION OPIOIDS
LEARN MORE | ilhpp.org/prescription-playbook/
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SAFE USE STARTS WITH YOU

2

SAFE STORAGE IS WITHIN REACH

3

SAFE DISPOSAL IS A SOLUTION

Safe use of medications, especially highly addictive opioid pain relievers, will
greatly reduce the risk of substance misuse or abuse.

Safe storage of medications will create a safe environment for others in the
household such as young children and adolescents, visitors, and pets.

Safe disposal of medications will allow you to discard unused prescriptions
to prevent diversion or accidental consumption of a substance.

Safe Decisions
Begin With Simple Conversations

Coaches have important roles in ensuring that athletes make safe chemical health
decisions. Coaches can be knowledgeable of methods for safe use, safe storage,
and safe disposal of prescription drugs. By sharing these methods with parents, this
will encourage parents to begin having necessary conversations with their athletes
themselves. Safe decisions begin with simple conversations.
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SAFE DISPOSAL

1. Talk

1. Store your medications in a safe

1. Follow FDA guidelines for safe

Speak up and ask questions to doctors and
other healthcare professionals

location up and away and out of

disposal of your medications.

2. Know

friends and visitors, and pets.

sight from other family members,
2. There are free prescription take
back locations near you for safe

Learn about your medications

2. Install a locking mechanism on

disposal. Many police stations and

3. Read

your cabinet or purchase a lock

pharmacies oﬀer ways to safely

Examine labels and follow directions

equipped medicine cabinet. Other

and anonymously dispose unused,

options include prescription lock

unwanted, or leftover prescriptions.

4. Avoid

boxes and household safes.

Be aware of drug-drug interactions

5. Monitor
See how you are reacting to a medication
and stay in contact with your doctor

3. Participate in prescription take
3. Monitor and count the amount

back events and community drug

of a prescription that remains each

take back days that occur several

time a dose is taken.

times each year.
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